LIST OF SUSPECTS FOR THE HOST
Expansion pack #1
8 optional (4F, 4m)

The costume suggestions are only suggestions – they can wear any costume they wish and simply wear their name tag.

suspect name &
occupation
GERARD SAINT CLAIR
Vampire
Optional character
male
SABINE PAPILLON
Vampire
Optional character
female
FEROX WRAITH
Sorcerer
Optional character
female
TORIN DIABLOS
Sorcerer
Optional character
male
ZOHAR HIGHMORE
Werewolf
Optional character
male
MORGANDY NORWOOD
Werewolf
Optional character
female
MARLY BLACK
Human
Optional character
female

Suspect bio

Suggested
attire

Rumored to be an infamous serial killer, Gerard
Saint Clair has avoided murder charges as if he
were made of Teflon. The Southern Vampires
are aware of his murderous indiscretions, but
they defend him, saying he simply needs to feed
more than the average living dead.

Vampire costume.
Optional to wear vampire
teeth. Optional to bring
red roses with you, as you
are accused of being the
Red Rose Killer.

Sabine Papillon is the loyal Vampire from the
Northern bloodline. Sabine is dedicated to the
Vampires, especially since the Human Faction is
now aware of their presence. Sabine lives in
New Orleans as a cemetery guard.

Vampire costume.
Optional to wear
vampire teeth.

Ferox Wraith is the head witch of Order Two of
Witch costume. Optional
the Royal Ravenblood Coven. Ferox lives in
to have a wand, crystal
Bundenbach, Germany and often travels around
ball or other magical
items. Optional to bring
the world in search of rare ingredients for
‘samples’ of your potions
potions. She is a pure genius when it comes to
as props.
brewing magical concoctions.
Torin Diablos is a conspiracy theorist and head
warlock of Order Three of the Royal Ravenblood
Wizard costume.
Coven. Torin contends the Human Faction has
Optional to have a
known about Sorcerers since the beginning of
wand, crystal ball or
time and has devised a plan to exterminate
other magical items.
them. Torin is uber-paranoid.
Zohar Highmore is the handsome Werewolf
from Down Under. Zohar’s clan is the most laidWerewolf costume. A
back group of shapeshifters in their Faction.
headpiece with ears,
Even as an Alpha, Zohar doesn’t take life too
extra prop hair on your
seriously in the Land of Oz, but he’s already
hands/chest.
lived almost 250 years of his 300-year life
expectancy.
Morgandy Norwood is the brilliant Alpha of the
Mexican Werewolves. Morgandy is the youngest
White flowing gown.
Alpha in the Faction and has an IQ rivaling the
Subtle props such as a
top minds in the world. Morgandy infiltrated the
headband with ears and
Human Faction and has lived in disguise as a
furry gloves.
mathematics college professor for over twenty
years.
Marly Black is the gothic pop star from
Washington D.C. As soon as she turned 18, she
moved to Los Angeles to break into the music
Gothic / Steam punk
industry. Without delay, she achieved her goal
pop star attire. Toy
and is one of the top pop stars today. Her last
weapons of any kind.
single, Supernatural Sightings, stayed at
number one on the Billboard Chart for four
weeks in a row.
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MR. TALIDON
Human
Optional character
male

Mr. Talidon is the Chief Defence Scientist of the
Australian Department of Defence. Mr. Talidon
is ultra-mysterious and extremely awkward to
speak to, as he creates long pauses and stares
directly into your eyes without looking away.
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More formal gothic /
Steam punk attire with
a top hat. Toy weapons
of any kind.

